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The minimal model program for deformations of
Hilbert schemes of points on the projective plane
Chunyi Li and Xiaolei Zhao
Abstract
We study the birational geometry of deformations of Hilbert schemes of points on P2.
We show that moduli of Bridgeland-stable objects are smooth, irreducible, projective
varieties, which are birationally equivalent to these deformations. Moreover, wall cross-
ing in the space of Bridgeland-stability conditions induces the minimal model program
for these deformations. In particular, for Hilbert schemes of points on P2, this proves
a correspondence between destabilizing walls in the space of Bridgeland-stability con-
ditions and stable base locus walls in the effective divisor cone, conjectured by Arcara,
Bertram, Coskun and Huizenga.
1. Introduction
The Hilbert scheme of points on an algebraic variety is the moduli space that parameterizes
0-dimensional subschemes of length n on the variety, with given positive integer n. In the case
of curves, the Hilbert scheme of points is isomorphic to the symmetric product of the curve
itself. When the variety has dimension at least 3, the Hilbert scheme of points may have wild
singularities. In the surface case, the Hilbert scheme of points is smooth and connected, and has
many beautiful geometric properties. The Hilbert scheme also parameterizes ideal sheaves with
trivial first Chern class and a given second Chern class, so can be viewed as a moduli space of
sheaves on the surface. The goal of this paper is to understand the birational geometry of Hilbert
schemes on the projective plane and their deformations. This fits into a general program to study
the birational geometry of moduli spaces. In the case of moduli of curves, this is known as the
Hassett–Keel program and much research has been done. In the case of moduli spaces of sheaves,
recent progress has been made via Bridgeland-stability conditions.
The notion of stability conditions on a triangulated category T has been introduced by
Bridgeland in [Bri07]. It is given by abstracting the usual properties of the µ-stability for sheaves
on projective varieties. The central charge, which substitutes the slope µ, is a group homomor-
phism from the numerical Grothendieck group to C and satisfies several conditions, including
the existence of Harder–Narasimhan filtrations. Bridgeland-stability conditions form a natural
topological space Stab(T ), which becomes a complex manifold of dimension that of the numerical
Grothendieck group.
In general, it is a very difficult problem to construct Bridgeland-stability conditions on a given
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triangulated category. When T is the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on a smooth
surface X, the existence is established in [AB13, Bri08]. We now focus on this surface case. Given
a numerical class v and a stability condition σ on Db(Coh(X)), we can consider the moduli space
Mσ(v) of σ-stable objects of numerical class v. Two natural questions on Mσ(v) arise:
(1) When is Mσ(v) a good geometric object to study?
(2) When σ changes in Stab(Db(X)), what is the behavior of Mσ(v)?
For a general smooth surface, the known answers to both questions are mostly vague. For
the first question, there are a few ways to determine when Mσ(v) is projective. For the second
question, ideally, the stability space has a well-behaved chamber structure. In each chamber, we
have Mσ(v) ' Mσ′(v). Between different chambers, there exists a birational map Mσ(v) 99K
Mσ′(v). Yet, the ideal picture is far from being complete. It is only set up or partially (or
conjecturally) set up when X is a K3 surface, the projective plane [ABCH13], a high-degree del
Pezzo surface [BC13], a Hirzebruch surface [BC13], an Enrique surface [Nue16] or an abelian
surface [MYY11, MYY14]. One of the most successful cases is Bayer and Macr`ı’s work [BM14a,
BM14b] on K3 surfaces. The authors construct nef divisors on the moduli spaces of Bridgeland-
stable objects and complete the wall-crossing picture.
Let Mσ(n) be the moduli space of σ-stable objects on P2 with numerical type (r, c1, χ) =
(1, 0, 1 − n), where we mean their numerical type as Hilbert schemes. In [ABCH13], the au-
thors studied the two questions in this case. They describe a wall and chamber structure on
Stab(Db(P2)) for the invariant (r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1− n). On a particular upper half-plane slice of
Stab(Db(P2)), the walls are a sequence of nested semicircles in each quadrant, plus the vertical
axis. For certain σ in the second quadrant, they show Mσ(n) ' Hilbn P2. By choosing certain
representative stability conditions in each chamber, the authors prove that there are finitely many
chambers for whichMσ(n) is non-empty and, in this case, projective. Moreover, for small values
n 6 9, the authors also write down an explicit correspondence between the destabilizing walls in
the stability space and the base locus decomposition walls of the effective cone (in the sense of the
minimal model program (MMP)). For general values of n, the explicit formula for this correspon-
dence remains conjectural. One difficulty is to get a better answer to the first question above, in
other words, to control the behavior ofMσ(n), especially the smoothness and irreducibility. In this
paper, we solve these two questions in the case of P2 with numerical type (r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1−n).
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.11). Adopting the notation as above, we have the following state-
ments:
(i) When σ is not on any wall, Mσ(n) is either a smooth, projective, irreducible variety of
dimension 2n, or empty.
(ii) Given σ and σ′ not on any wall,Mσ(n) andMσ′(n) are birationally equivalent to each other
when they are both non-empty.
To prove this theorem, we study the geometric invariant theory (GIT) construction ofMσ(n)
in detail and control the dimension of the exceptional locus for each birational map associated
with the wall crossing. Then, for each moduli spaceMσ(n), we assign an ample line bundle on it.
Applying the variation of GIT in [DH98] and [Tha96], we show that a Bridgeland-stability wall
crossing ofMσ(n) is the flip with respect to the line bundle. As a result, the nested semicircular
walls are in one-to-one correspondence with the stable base locus decomposition walls of the
effective divisor cone of Hilbn(P2). In addition, given the location of the destabilizing wall, its
corresponding base locus decomposition wall is given by an explicit formula in Proposition 5.7.
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Note that in certain cases, the correspondence of the ‘last wall’ has been established in the
paper [CHW17] by Coskun, Huizenga and Woolf. Recall that the (rational) Picard group of P2 is
spanned by divisors ∆ and H, where ∆ is the exceptional divisor of the Hilbert–Chow morphism
to Symn P2 and H is the pull-back of O(1) on Symn P2 via this morphism.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 5.7). When the stability condition varies in the sec-
ond quadrant of the upper half-plane parameterizing Bridgeland-stability conditions on Db(P2),
the corresponding moduli space of stable objects performs birational transformations, and this
wall-crossing process is equivalent to the minimal model program for Hilbn P2.
This gives a one-to-one correspondence between the destabilizing walls in the upper half-plane
of stability conditions and the stable base locus walls in the effective divisor cone. In particular,
the destabilizing semicircular wall with center −m− 32 corresponds to the stable base locus wall
spanned by the divisor mH − 12∆.
Another important aim of this paper is to extend this theory to deformations of Hilbn P2 by
methods from non-commutative algebraic geometry. Here, we use the notion of Sklyanin algebras
S = Skl(E,L, λ), which are non-commutative deformations of the homogeneous coordinate ring
of P2. Such a Sklyanin algebra depends on a cubic curve E on P2, an automorphism λ of E and
a degree 3 line bundle on E. The foundation of this non-commutative theory has been set up
in [ATVdB90, ATVdB91, AVdB90, NS07, SvdB01]. For these non-commutative P2, we can still
construct moduli spaces MssGM(1, 0, 1− n), which turn out to be smooth projective varieties (in
the ordinary commutative sense!) and are in fact deformations of Hilbn P2 by [Hit12] and [NS07].
We will write these deformations as Hilbn S.
We study Bridgeland-stability conditions on Db(Coh(S)), which are very similar to those
for P2. In particular, there is a similar chamber structure on the upper half-plane slice of the
Bridgeland space, and Theorem 1.2 also holds for Mssσ (n) associated with non-commutative P2.
However, the behavior of wall crossing over the vertical wall is different in this case, and this
changes the correspondence between the walls of stability space and the base locus decomposition
walls of the effective cone. In this case, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3 (Theorems 5.13 and 5.5). For a deformation of Hilbn P2 with n > 3, the vertical
wall induces an involution, and stable base locus walls are in one-to-one correspondence with
semicircular destabilizing walls in both the first and the second quadrants of the upper half-plane
of Bridgeland-stability conditions. In particular, the effective cone of Hilbn S has a symmetric
stable base locus decomposition, as shown in the diagram below.
Cone of Hilbn P2
H Nef boundary
∆ Eff boundary
H − 12(n−1)∆ Nef boundary
H − 12(n−2)∆
H − 32n∆
H − µ−∆ Eff boundary
∆
φ
••
•
Cone of Hilbn S
∆
Nef boundary
Eff boundary
Nef boundary
Eff boundary
φ
••
•
•••
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In addition, this map is ‘monotone’ in the sense that the two most-inner walls on the two
quadrants correspond to the two edges of the effective cone, respectively. When one moves from
inner semicircles to the outside, the corresponding stable base locus wall moves in one direc-
tion. This reveals a symmetric structure of the Mori decomposition of the effective divisor cone
of Hilbn S. Diagrams of divisor cones of Hilbn P2 and a generic Hilbn S are shown above.
In the left picture, ∆ is the exceptional divisor of the Hilbert–Chow map to Symn P2, and H
is the pull-back of O(1) on Symn P2. The picture on the right is for Hilbn S. Here, ∆ and H are
the corresponding divisor classes under deformation.
After we obtained the results in this paper, but before we finished writing it, the paper [CH14]
of Coskun and Huizenga appeared. In [CH14], the authors obtained the ‘correspondence of walls’
result for Hilbn P2 in certain cases. The paper [CH14] does not treat the case of Hilbn S, which is
new in this paper. Also, in [CH14] the authors study the 0-dimensional monomial subschemes Z
of P2 when IZ is destabilized to get their result. Our approach is quite different, and the approach
in [CH14] does not apply to the non-commutative case; for example, a general point in Hilbn S
does not correspond to an ideal sheaf on S. We show the smoothness and irreducibility of each
moduli space by showing some Ext2 vanishing. These good properties allow one to apply the
variation of geometric invariant theory to obtain the correspondence.
2. Background material
In Section 2.1, we recall the definition of Sklyanin algebras and how to use them to construct
deformations of Hilbert schemes of points on P2. In Section 2.2, we recall the definition of
Bridgeland-stability conditions and the construction of stability conditions on the category of
sheaves over Sklyanin algebras.
2.1 Review: Sklyanin algebras and deformations of Hilbert schemes of points on P2
For each positive integer n, the Hilbert scheme of n points on P2 admits a 2-dimensional de-
formation family. A generic deformation in this family can be constructed as a certain moduli
space over the non-commutative projective plane given by a Sklyanin algebra. In this subsection,
we want to recall this construction from [NS07] by Nevins and Stafford. We will start with the
definition (Definition 2.1) and some properties of the Sklyanin algebras from non-commutative
algebraic geometry; further details can be found in [ATVdB90, ATVdB91, AVdB90, NS07]. The
main construction is summarized in Theorem 2.4.
Let ι : E ↪→ P2 be a smooth elliptic curve embedded in the projective space. Fix the line bundle
L = ι∗(OP2(1)) of degree 3 and an automorphism λ ∈ Aut(E) which is given by a translation
under the group structure; we denote the graph of λ by Γλ ⊂ E × E. Let V := H0(E,L); then
we have a 3-dimensional subspace R = R(E,L, λ) in V ⊗ V given by
R := H0(E × E, (L L)(−Γλ)) ⊂ H0(E × E,L L) = V ⊗ V .
Definition 2.1 ([ATVdB90]). The 3-dimensional Sklyanin algebra is the algebra
S = Skl(E,L, λ) = T (V )/(R) ,
where T (V ) denotes the tensor algebra of V and (R) is the two-sided ideal generated by R.
In the special case when λ is the identity, Skl(E,L, Id) is just the commutative polynomial
ring C[x, y, z]. In general, Skl(E,L, λ) can be written as a non-commutative C-algebra with
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generators x1, x2, x3 and relations
axixi+1 + bxi+1xi + cx
2
i+2 = 0 , i = 1, 2, 3 mod 3 , (2.1)
where a, b, c ∈ C∗ are such that (3abc)3 6= (a3 + b3 + c3)3.
The Sklyanin algebra S is a graded algebra with grading induced from the tensor alge-
bra T (V ). Let Mod-S be the category of right S-modules. Also, let Gr-S be the category of graded
right S-modules, with homomorphisms HomS(M,N) consisting of graded homomorphisms of de-
gree 0. For a graded module M = ⊕i∈ZMi, the shifted module M(n) is defined to be the graded
module with M(n)i = Mi+n for all i.
Since S is Noetherian [NS07, Lemma 5.1], we can consider the subcategory gr-S of Noetherian
objects in Gr-S. A module M ∈ gr-S is called right bounded if Mi = 0 for i 0. The full Serre
subcategory of gr-S generated by the right-bounded modules is denoted by rb-S and the quotient
category by qgr-S := gr-S/rb-S. One has a pair of adjoint functors pi : gr-S  qgr-S : Γ∗, where
pi is the natural projection and its adjoint Γ∗ is the ‘global section’ functor. When S ' C[x, y, z],
the quotient qgr-S is equivalent to the category of coherent sheaves on ProjC[x, y, z]. For this
reason, we call an object M ∈ qgr-S a sheaf on S. In particular, we will use OS to denote S
itself.
As in the commutative case, we can define several numerical invariants for sheaves on S.
A sheafM on S is called torsion if each element in Γ∗(M) is annihilated by a non-zero element
of S and torsion free if no element is so. A torsion-free M is of rank r if M contains a direct
sum of r, but not r + 1, non-zero submodules. In general, a sheaf M has a canonical maximal
torsion subsheaf, whose quotient is torsion free, and the rank of M is defined to be the rank of
this quotient. We use rk(M) to denote the rank of M.
The first Chern class c1(M) is defined in [NS07, Lemma 3.7] as the unique function c1 : qgr-S
→ Z with the following properties:
– c1 is additive on short exact sequences;
– c1(OS(m)) = m for all m ∈ Z.
The Euler character on the category qgr-S is defined as usual:
χ(E ,F) :=
∑
i
(−1)i dim Exti(E ,F)
for E ,F ∈ qgr-S. For a sheaf M, we set χ(M) := χ(O,M). The Hilbert polynomial of M is
the polynomial pM(t) := χ(M(t)). The slope of M is defined as µGM(M) := c1(M)/ rk(M).
A torsion-free sheafM is called slope stable (respectively, slope semistable), if for every non-zero
proper submodule F ⊂M, one has
µGM(F) < µGM(M/F) (respectively, µGM(F) 6 µGM(M/F)) .
Given a torsion-free sheaf M, there exists the Harder–Narasimhan filtration
0 =M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mn =M
such that each quotient Fi =Mi/Mi−1 is slope semistable and µGM(Fi) > µGM(Fi+1). We write
µGM+ (M) for µGM(F1) and µGM− (M) for µGM(Fn). Moreover, we formally define the second Chern
character ch2(M) by
ch2(M) := χ(M)− 3
2
c1(M)− rk(M) .
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Next, we will state two results on sheaves in qgr-S. For sheaves on the projective plane, these
are standard results. For the benefit of readers mainly interested in the non-deformed case, we
postpone the proofs to Appendix 5.3.
Lemma 2.2. Let M∈ qgr-S be a sheaf. Then:
(i) We have c1(M(s)) = c1(M) + s · rk(M) for any s ∈ Z.
(ii) If M is torsion and non-zero, then c1(M) > 0; if in addition c1(M) = 0, then χ(M) > 0.
Let Db(qgr-S) be the bounded derived category of qgr-S. We rephrase one of the main results
in [NS07], which is a non-commutative analog of the description of Db(P2) [Be˘ı83].
Proposition 2.3 ([NS07, Proposition 6.20]). The derived category Db(qgr-S) is generated by
(that is, is the closure under extension and homological shift of) O(k − 1), O(k), and O(k + 1)
for any k ∈ Z.
As a consequence, the invariants {rank, first Chern class, Euler character} generate the nu-
merical Grothendieck group of Db(qgr-S). The importance of Sklyanin algebras is shown in the
following theorem in [NS07]. There, the authors prove that deformations of Hilbn P2 can be con-
structed as the moduli spaces of semistable sheaves in qgr-S with numerical invariants (1, 0, 1−n).
As pointed out in [Hit12], the generic deformation of Hilbn P2 can be constructed in this way.
Theorem 2.4 ([NS07, Theorems 8.11 and 8.12]). Let B be a smooth curve defined over C, and
let SB (= SB(E,L, λ)) be a flat family of algebras such that Sp ∼= C[x, y, z] for some point p ∈ B.
Let Sb be the algebra over the point b ∈ B. Then, there exists a projective varietyMssB (1, 0, 1−n),
smooth over B and such thatMssB (1, 0, 1−n)⊗BC(b) =MssSb(1, 0, 1−n) and eachMssS (1, 0, 1−n)
is a smooth, projective, fine moduli space for equivalence classes of rank 1 torsion-free modules
M ∈ qgr-S with c1(M) = 0 and χ(M) = 1− n. In particular, MssSp(1, 0, 1− n) is isomorphic to
Hilbn P2, and each MssSb(1, 0, 1− n) is a deformation of Hilbn P2.
We will write Hilbn S instead of MssS (1, 0, 1− n) for short.
Proposition 2.5. The Picard number of Hilbn S is 2.
Proof. By the formula on the second page of [Nak97] by Nakajima, b2(Hilb
n S)=b2(Hilb
n P2)=2.
Since Hilbn S is projective and the Hodge numbers satisfy h1,1 > 1 and h0,2 = h2,0, one must
have h1,1 = 2.
2.2 Review: Bridgeland-stability conditions on Db(qgr-S)
The Bridgeland-stability conditions are introduced in [Bri07]. In this section, we will first recall
the basic definition of the Bridgeland-stability conditions in general, and then work out the
constructions and properties of the Bridgeland-stability conditions on Db(qgr-S).
Let K(qgr-S) be the numerical Grothendieck group of Db(qgr-S), in other words, the free
abelian group generated by r, c1 and χ.
Definition 2.6. A pre-stability condition σ on Db(qgr-S) is a pair (Z,A), where
Z : K(qgr-S)→ C
is a group homomorphism and A ⊂ Db(qgr-S) is the heart of a bounded t-structure, such that
the following conditions hold:
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(i) For any non-zero object E ∈ A, we have
Z(E) ∈ {reiφpi : r > 0, φ ∈ (0, 1]} .
(ii) Harder–Narasimhan property: for any E ∈ A, there is a filtration of finite length in A,
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ En = E ,
such that each subquotient Fi = Ei/Ei−1 is Z-semistable with φ(Fi) > φ(Fi+1), where the
phase φ = 1pi Arg(Z) is in (0, 1].
Here an object E ∈ A is said to be Z-stable (respectively, Z-semistable) if for any subobject
0 6= F ( E with F ∈ A, we have
φ(F ) < φ(E) (respectively, φ(F ) 6 φ(E) .
The group homomorphism Z is called the central charge of the stability condition.
Definition 2.7 ([KS08, Section 2.1], [BMS16, Appendix A], [MS16]). The pre-stability condition
σ = (Z,A) satisfies the support property if there exists a quadratic form Q on the vector space
K(qgr-S)⊗ R such that
– the kernel of Z is negative definite with respect to Q, and
– for any σ-semistable object E ∈ A, we have Q(v(E)) > 0.
Here v maps E to its numerical Grothendieck group. A pre-stability condition is a stability
condition if it satisfies the support condition.
The rest of this section is devoted to the construction of stability conditions on Db(qgr-S).
First, we recall the notion of torsion pairs, which is essential to constructing t-structures. A pair
of full subcategories (F , T ) of qgr-S is called a torsion pair if it satisfies the following two
conditions:
(1) For all F ∈ objF and T ∈ obj T , we have Hom(T, F ) = 0.
(2) Each sheaf E in qgr-S fits in a short exact sequence
0→ T → E → F → 0 ,
where T ∈ obj T and F ∈ objF . In addition, the extension class in Ext1(F, T ) is uniquely
determined up to isomorphism.
A torsion pair defines a t-structure on Db(qgr-S) by
D>0 = {C• |H−1(C•) ∈ F and Hi(C•) = 0 for i < −1} ,
D60 = {C• |H0(C•) ∈ T and Hi(C•) = 0 for i > 0} .
As in the P2 case, given s ∈ R, we can define full subcategories Coh>s and Coh6s of qgr-S as
follows:
– T ∈ Coh>s if T is torsion or µ−(T ′) > s, where T ′ is the torsion-free quotient of T ;
– F ∈ Coh6s if F is torsion free and µ+(F ) 6 s.
By [Bri08, Lemma 6.1], the pair (Coh6s,Coh>s) is a torsion pair. Let Coh#s be the heart of
the t-structure determined by the torsion pair (Coh6s,Coh>s); we may define a central charge
Zs,t = −ds,t + irs,t depending on a parameter t > 0 by
rs,t(E) := (c1 − rs)t ,
ds,t(E) := −rt2/2 +
(
s2/2− 1)r − (3/2 + s)c1 + χ .
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We may write µs,t = ds,t/rs,t as the tilt slope of an object in Coh#s.
For P2, the pair (Zs,t,Coh#s) is a stability condition on Db(P2) by [AB13]. The following
proposition says that this construction also works for Db(qgr-S). The proof is a little involved
and is given in Appendix 5.3. The main issue is that several tools in the P2 case are missing in
this deformed case.
Proposition 2.8. Adopt the notation as above. Then (Zs,t,Coh#s) is a stability condition on
Db(qgr-S). Moreover, the map R>0 × R→ Stab(qgr-S) is continuous.
Let A(k) be the extension closure of O(k − 1)[2], O(k)[1] and O(k + 1). Since {O(k − 1),
O(k),O(k + 1)} is a full strong exceptional collection by Proposition 2.3, A(k) is the heart of
a t-structure on Db(qgr-S); see [Mac07, Lemma 3.16]. Objects in A(k) are of the form
O(k − 1)⊗ Cn−1 → O(k)⊗ Cn0 → O(k + 1)⊗ Cn1 ,
where n−1, n0, n1 are some non-negative integers. We write ~n = (n−1, n0, n1) and call ~n the
dimension vector of the object. One may construct a central charge Z for A(k) by letting
Z(O(k − 1)[2]) = z−1, Z(O(k)[1]) = z0 and Z(O(k + 1)) = z1 for any collection of complex
numbers zi on the upper half-plane {reiφpi | r > 0, φ ∈ (0, 1]}. The pair (Z,A(k)) is a stability
condition on Db(qgr-S).
Example 2.9. By [NS07, Theorem 5.6], any torsion-free sheaf with numerical class (rk, c1, χ) =
(1, 0, 1− n) can always be written as the middle cohomology sheaf of the complex
O(−1)⊗ Cn → O⊗ C2n+1 → O(1)⊗ Cn .
Note that in the case of P2, these sheaves correspond to the ideal sheaves of subschemes of
length n.
3. Destabilizing walls
In this section, we discuss some basic properties of destabilizing walls. The destabilizing walls
on the (s, t)-plane of stability conditions on Db(P2) are discussed in [ABCH13, Section 6]. In the
Db(qgr-S) case, the behavior of the walls is similar to that in the P2 case. As an application, we
get a GIT construction of moduli of stable objects in Db(qgr-S).
The potential wall associated with a pair of invariants (r, c1, χ) is given by
W potr,c1,χ :=
⋃
(r′,c′1,χ′)
{(s, t) |µs,t(r, c1, χ) = µs,t(r′, c′1, χ′)} .
In the Hilbert scheme case, where (r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1−n) (and (r, c1, χ) = (−1, 0, n−1) when
s > 0), the potential walls form the set{
(s, t) | −c
′
1
2
(
s2 + t2
)
+
(
χ′ − (1− n)r′ − 3
2
c′1
)
s− nc′1 = 0
}
.
When c′1 = 0, the wall is the t-axis. When c′1 6= 0, these walls are nested semicircles with center
x =
(
χ′ − (1 − n)r′ − 32c′1
)
/c′1 and radius Rad =
√
x2 − 2n. In general, we have the following
special case of the lemma on nested walls [Mac14, Theorem 3.1].
Lemma 3.1. The potential walls W pot1,0,1−n in the second quadrant of the (s, t)-plane and W
pot
−1,0,n−1
in the first quadrant are formed by nested semicircles.
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We define the actual wall W actr,c1,χ with respect to characters (r, c1, χ) as{
(s, t) | ∃ strictly semistable F under (Zs,t,Coh#s) with invariant (r, c1, χ)
}
.
By definition, W actr,c1,χ ⊂ W potr,c1,χ. On each quadrant, W act1,0,1−n is also formed by nested semi-
circular walls.
Lemma 3.2. For any k ∈ Z, the sheaf O(k) (respectively, O(k)[1]) is a stable object under
stability condition (Zs,t,Coh#s) for s < k (respectively, s > k).
This lemma was proved for P2 in [ABCH13]. The general case can be proved similarly.
The group ˜GL+(2,R) acts on the space of stability conditions by the GL+(2,R)-action on
the central charge and the homological shift on the heart structure. In particular, an element φ
in the subgroup R acts on (Z,A) as follows: if φ is an integer, then φ ◦ (Z,A) = (Z[φ],A[φ]),
where
A[φ] = {A[φ] |A is an object of A} and Z[i](A) := (−1)iZ(A) .
If 0 < φ < 1, then A[φ] := 〈Tφ,Fφ[1]〉 and Z[φ](E) := e−ipiφZ(E) with
Tφ = 〈T ∈ A |T is stable with Arg(Z(T )) > φpi〉 ,
Fφ = 〈F ∈ A |F is stable with Arg(Z(F )) 6 φpi〉 .
Stable objects remain stable under this R-action.
Proposition 3.3 ([ABCH13, Proposition 7.5]). Let k be an integer. If a pair of real numbers
(s, t) satisfies
(s− k)2 + t2 < 1 ,
then there exists φs,t,k ∈ R (not canonically defined) such that under its action,
(Zs,t[φs,t,k],Coh#s[φs,t,k])
can be identified with (Z,A(k)) for a suitable choice of central charge (z−1, z0, z1) for Z.
Each semidisc {(s, t) | (s− k)2 + t2 < 1} is called a quiver region.
Consider a central charge (z−1, z0, z1) of A(k):
(z−1, z0, z1) =: ~z = ~a+ i~b ,
where ~a and ~b are real vectors. Fix three non-negative integers (n−1, n0, n1) = ~n, and define the
weight character
~ρ = −~a+~b
(
~n · ~a
~n ·~b
)
.
Note that ~n · ~ρ = 0. An object E in A(k) with dimension vector ~n is stable (respectively,
semistable) with respect to the central charge ~z if and only if for any proper subobject E′ with
dimension vector ~n′, one has
~n′ · ~ρ < 0 (respectively, ~n′ · ~ρ 6 0) .
Remark 3.4. The weight character ~ρ does not change when rescaling ~z by eiθ; in particular, it is
invariant under the action of φs,t,k in Proposition 3.3. The explicit formula of ~ρs,t,−k is given as
follows.
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Example 3.5. Consider the dimension vector ~n = (n, 2n + 1, n). When 0 6 k <
√
2n, in the
quiver region corresponding to A(−k), the character ~ρs,t,−k is given by
ts
t2/2 + 2n− s2
(
(s+ k + 1)2 − t
2
2
,−(s+ k)2 + t
2
2
, (s+ k − 1)2 − t
2
2
)
+ t(s+ k + 1,−s− k, s+ k − 1) .
In particular, as t tends to 0, the character ~ρs,0+,−k of G/C× is, up to a scalar, given by((
s2 + 2n
)
(k + 1) + s
(
2n+ (k + 1)2
)
,−(s2 + 2n)k − s(2n+ k2),(
s2 + 2n
)
(k − 1) + s(2n+ (k − 1)2)) .
When s decreases from −k + 1 to −k − 1, the character ~ρs,0+,−k decreases from
(
1,−n−1/n0, 0
)
to
(
0, n1/n0,−1
)
, up to a positive scalar. In particular, when s = −k, as t tends to 0, up to
a positive scalar, ~ρ−k,0+,−k is (n1, 0,−n−1). This character corresponds to the destabilizing wall
with dimension vector (0, 1, 0) (in other words, the wall of O(−k)[1]).
Consider the space of characters ~ρ; since the subobjects of E have only finitely many possible
numerical types, there are finitely many walls in the space of characters ~ρ on which an object E
of dimension vector ~n could be strictly semistable with respect to ~ρ. These walls divide the space
into chambers. When ~ρ varies in a fixed chamber, the moduli space of stable objects remains the
same, so one may choose an integral weight character ~ρ as the representative of the chamber. By
[Kin94, Proposition 3.1] by King, the moduli space of (semi)stable objects with respect to the
central charge Z consists of ~ρ-(semi)stable points under the G-action.
Define X to be the affine closed subscheme of Hom(Cn−1⊗O(k−1),Cn0⊗O(k))×Hom(Cn0⊗
O(k),Cn1⊗O(k+1)) consisting of complexes, in other words, the subscheme defined by equations
coming from the composition of morphisms being 0. Let G be the reductive group GL(n−1,C)×
GL(n0,C)×GL(n1,C)/C× and ~ρ the character (detρ−1 , detρ0 , detρ1) of G. This character is well
defined since ~ρ · ~n is 0. When ~n is primitive (that is, gcd(n−1, n0, n1) = 1), the group G acts
freely on stable points on X.
As explained by Ginzburg [Gin12, Chapter 2.2], the moduli space of Z-semistable objects can
be constructed as a GIT quotient:
Proj
⊕
n>0
C[X]G,~ρ
n
.
Notation 3.6. We write M~ρ−ss(~n) := X//~ρ G = X
~ρ−ss//G for the moduli space of ~ρ-semistable
objects in A(k) of dimension vector ~n.
Proposition 3.7. (i) Given n > 0, for any s < 0 and t 1, the moduli space of stable objects
with invariants (r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1− n) under (Zs,t,Coh#s) is the same as the deformed Hilbert
scheme Hilbn S.
(ii) There are only finitely many actual destabilizing walls for Hilbn S.
Proof. Let I be a torsion-free sheaf with (r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1 − n). When k = 0, the object I[1]
lies in A(0) as an object with dimension vector ~n = (n, 2n + 1, n). By [NS07, Propositions 7.7
and 6.20], if ~ρm is ((2n+ 1)(m− 1), n,−(2n+ 1)m), then for m 1, the space X~ρm−ss consists
of complexes which are quasi-isomorphic to I[1] for some torsion-free sheaf I with invariants
(1, 0, 1−n). By the formula in Example 3.5, as s tends to 0, the character ~ρs,t is proportional to ~ρm
as m tends to infinity. Therefore, there is an open area A in the region {(s, t) | s2 + t2 < 1, s < 0}
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whose boundary contains (0, 0 < t < 1) such that the stable objects with invariants (1, 0, 1− n)
under (Zs,t,Coh#s) are the same as those stable objects in the Gieseker–Mumford sense.
The second statement follows by exactly the same argument as in [ABCH13, Corollary 7.7].
4. Properties of moduli of Bridgeland-stable objects
The aim of this section is to show the smoothness and irreducibility of moduli spaces of stable
objects of character (1, 0, 1− n). The smoothness is proved in Section 4.1, and the irreducibility
is given in Section 4.3.
4.1 Ext2 vanishing and smoothness
The goal of this subsection is to show Theorem 4.3: the moduli space of Bridgeland-stable objects
of character (1, 0, 1−n) is smooth for any generic stability condition ~ρ. The difficulty here is the
Ext2 vanishing for stable objects. For a Gieseker stable sheaf E, the shift E(−3) is also stable and
of smaller slope, so we have Ext2(E,E) ∼= Hom(E,E(−3))∗ = 0. It is a standard consequence
that the moduli of Gieseker stable sheaves is smooth. However, for a stable object E under a
Bridgeland-stability condition (Zs,t,Coh#s), the shift E(−3) may be stable not under the same
stability condition, but only under (Zs−3,t,Coh#(s−3)). In order to prove a vanishing property of
Ext2(E,E) ∼= Hom(E,E(−3))∗, we need to develop a method to compare slopes of stable objects
under different stability conditions. This is achieved in Lemma 4.2, which is the technical core
of this paper.
First, we introduce the following notation.
Notation 4.1. Given a point (s˜, t˜) on the second quadrant, let W(s˜,t˜) be the unique semicircle
with center at x and radius
√
x2 − 2n that crosses (s˜, t˜).
Note that as we mentioned in Section 3, such a semicircle does not intersect any other potential
walls for the character (1, 0, 1− n). In particular, if an object of character (1, 0, 1− n) is stable
under (s˜, t˜), then it is stable under all stability conditions on W(s˜,t˜).
Lemma 4.2. Let F be a stable object in (Zs0,t0 ,Coh#s0) (for some s0 < 0) with numerical class
(r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1− n). Then we have Hom(F ,F [2]) = 0.
Proof. Case I: The semicircle W(s0,t0) has radius greater than
3
2 . Since the actual destabilizing
walls of F are nested, F is a stable object under (Zs,t,Coh#s) for all (s, t) ∈ W(s0,t0). It follows
from the definition of Bridgeland stability that F(−3) is a stable object under (Zs−3,t,Coh#(s−3))
for any (s, t) ∈ W(s0,t0). These points form the semicircle W(s0,t0) − (3, 0). Since the radius
of W(s0,t0) is greater than
3
2 , these two semicircles intersect at a point (s1, t1). Both F and F(−3)
are stable under (Zs1,t1 ,Coh#s1), and we can compare their slopes.
In Coh#s1 , under the central charge Zs1,t1 , the slope of F is
(−s1/2 + (t21 + 2n)/2s1)/t1, and
the slope of F(−3) is (−(s1 + 3)/2 + (t21 + 2n)/(2s1 + 6))/t1. Because s1 < −3, we have(
−s1
2
+
t21 + 2n
2s1
)/
t1 >
(
−s1 + 3
2
+
t21 + 2n
2s1 + 6
)/
t1 .
Thus Hom(F ,F(−3)) = 0, and Hom(F ,F [2]) = 0 by Serre duality.
Case II: The semicircle W(s0,t0) has radius less than or equal to
3
2 . Let k be the positive
integer such that
(k + 1)(k + 2)/2 6 n < (k + 2)(k + 3)/2 .
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We want to show that in this case, both F and F(−3)[1] are in the heart A(−k − 3).
To see this, first note that the semicircle W(−k−1,0) has radius at least 12 , and by Lemma 5.4,
for stability conditions below this wall, there is no stable object with invariant (1, 0, 1−n); hence,
W(s0,t0) lies above W(−k−1,0). Also, the radius of W(−k,0) is greater than
3
2 ; hence, W(s0,t0) lies
below W(−k,0). Therefore, the right edge of W(s0,t0) falls into the interval (−k − 1,−k), which is
contained in the quiver region for the heart A(−k). So a shift of F , say F [l], is stable in A(−k).
On the other hand, since (k + 1)(k + 2)/2 6 n, the object F can be written as the cohomology
sheaf of the complex
O(−k − 1)⊕n−k(k−1)/2 → O(−k)⊕2n−k2+1 → O(−k + 1)⊕n−k(k+1)/2
at the middle term, so l must be 1. Therefore, F [1] is an object in A(−k), and F(−3)[1] is an
object in A(−k − 3).
Also, W(s0,t0) lies above W(−k−1,0); hence, its left edge is to the left of −k − 2. By our
assumption, its radius is not greater than 32 , so its left edge is to the right of −k− 4. Combining
these two observations, the left edge of W(s0,t0) falls into the quiver region for the heart A(−k−3).
Now, assume that F [m] is stable in A(−k − 3). As n < (k + 2)(k + 3)/2, the object F can be
written as the cohomology sheaf of the complex
O(−k − 4)⊕(k+2)(k+3)/2−n → O(−k − 3)⊕(k+3)2−1−2n → O(−k − 2)⊕(k+3)(k+4)/2−n
at the third term, so m is 0. Therefore, F is an object in A(−k − 3).
Now, we have
Hom(F ,F(−3)) = Hom(F , (F(−3)[1])[−1]) = 0 ,
where the last equality follows from the fact that both F and F(−3)[1] are in the heart A(−k−3).
By Serre duality, Hom(F ,F [2]) = 0.
This lemma leads to the smoothness of moduli of stable objects under generic stability con-
ditions. Here, we have a detailed analysis of the GIT construction in our situation, which gives
a more concrete proof of the smoothness.
Recall from Section 3 that for a stability condition, by applying the trick of slicing down the
wall, we can assume that the stability condition lies in the quiver region for the heart A(−k),
and the moduli of semistable objects is given by the GIT quotient
M~ρ−ss(~n) := X//~ρ G = X
~ρ−ss//G .
Here, when n > (k + 1)k/2,
~n = (n−1, n0, n1) =
(
n− (k − 1)k
2
, 2n− k2 + 1, n− (k + 1)k
2
)
,
X is the affine closed subscheme of
M = Hom
(
Cn−1 ⊗O(k − 1),Cn0 ⊗O(k))×Hom (Cn0 ⊗O(k),Cn1 ⊗O(k + 1))
consisting of complexes, and ~ρ is the character associated to the stability condition. We denote
a point in M by a pair of matrices (I, J), and (I, J) ∈ X if J ◦ I = 0.
Theorem 4.3. For a generic ~ρ not on any actual destabilizing wall, the moduli space M~ρ−s(~n)
of stable objects is smooth.
Proof. First, observe that the dimension of M is 3n−1n0+3n0n1 and J ◦I has 6n−1n1 equations.
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The dimension of the Zariski tangent space of X at a point K = (I0, J0) is the dimension of
HomC
(
C[M ]/(J ◦ I),C[t]/(t2))
at (I0, J0). Each tangent direction can be written as (I0, J0) + t(I1, J1). In order to satisfy that
J ◦ I ∈ (t2), we need
J0 ◦ I1 + J1 ◦ I0 = 0 .
Now, consider the space Hom1(K,K) consisting of diagrams
Cn−1 I0 // Cn0 J0 // Cn1
Cn−1 I0 //
I
;;
Cn0 J0 //
J
<<
Cn1
and the space Hom2(K,K) consisting of diagrams
Cn−1 I0 // Cn0 J0 // Cn1
Cn−1 I0 //
H
55
Cn0 J0 // Cn1 .
There is a natural map d1 : Hom1(K,K) → Hom2(K,K) obtained by setting H = J0 ◦ I +
J ◦ I0. Hence, the Zariski tangent space can be identified exactly with the kernel of d1. Note that
the cokernel of d1 is by definition Ext2(K,K), which is 0 for stable points K by Lemma 4.2. So d1
is surjective, and the Zariski tangent space has dimension dim Hom1(K,K)−dim Hom2(K,K) =
3n0(n1 + n−1) − 6n−1n1, which is exactly the dimension of M minus the number of equations.
Hence, Xρ−s is smooth. Furthermore, since (n−1, n0, n1) =
(
n − (k − 1)k/2, 2n − k2 + 1, n −
(k + 1)k/2
)
is primitive and ~ρ is generic, G acts freely on Xρ−s = Xρ−ss. By Luna’s e´tale slice
theorem, Xρ−s → Xρ−s //G is a principal bundle. Since Xρ−s is smooth, by [GD67, Proposi-
tion 17.7.7], the quotient space is also smooth.
Later, in order to prove the irreducibility result, we will need a stronger version of Lemma 4.2.
Recall that on each wall, all S-equivalent semistable objects (that is, objects whose stable factors
are the same up to rearrangement) are contracted to one point. Let F be a strictly semistable
object at (s0, t0) with invariants (1, 0, 1− n). Then F has a filtration in Coh#s0
F = Fm ⊃ Fm−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ F1 ⊃ F0 = 0
such that each factor Ei := Fi/Fi−1 is stable under Zs0,t0 . We call this the Jordan–Ho¨lder
filtration, and each Ei is called a stable factor of F under stability condition (s0, t0). For any
point (s, t) on W(s0,t0), it is a standard consequence of Lemma 3.1 that
µs,t(Ei) = µs,t(F) .
To prove the irreducibility result, we need to control Ext2 between stable factors of strictly
semistable objects.
Lemma 4.4. Let E1, . . . , Em be the stable factors of F as above; then we have
Hom(Ei, Ej [2]) = 0
for all 1 6 i, j 6 m. In particular, for any semistable subobject E of F in Coh#s0 with the same
σs0,t0-slope as that of F , we have Hom(F/E , E [2]) = 0.
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Proof. In order to apply the same trick as in Lemma 4.2, we first show that each Ei is stable
on the whole W(s0,t0). Since Ei is a stable factor, the wall W(s0,t0) is also a numerical wall for Ei.
If Ei leaves the category Coh#s or becomes unstable, two numerical walls for Ei intersect. But
this contradicts the nested walls lemma [Mac14, Theorem 3.1].
Now, we can prove the statement as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. When the semicircle W(s0,t0)
has radius greater than 32 , we have µs,t(Ei(−3)) = µs,t((F(−3)) < µs,t(F ) = µs,t(Ej) on W(s0,t0).
When the radius is not greater than 32 , the objects Ej and Ei(−3)[1] are both in A(−k−3) (since
F(−3)[1] is in A(−k−3) and Ei(−3) has the same slope of F(−3) along the wall). In either case,
Hom(Ej , Ei(−3)) = 0. So we get
Hom(Ei, Ej [2]) ∼= Hom(Ej , Ei(−3))∗ = 0 .
This concludes the proof.
4.2 Dimension estimate and extensions
In this subsection, we study the properties of objects coming from extensions. All through this
subsection, we assume that stability conditions are in the quiver region for the heart A(−k) for
k > 1. The main technical result is Lemma 4.7, which will be used in Section 4.3 for the proof
of irreducibility.
We have the dimension vector ~n and the character ~ρ as before. For any dimension vector ~m,
we define X(~n) to be the affine closed subscheme of Hom(Cn−1 ⊗ O(k − 1),Cn0 ⊗ O(k)) ×
Hom(Cn0 ⊗ O(k),Cn1 ⊗ O(k + 1)) consisting of complexes in A(−k). Let G~n be the reductive
group GL(n−1,C) × GL(n0,C) × GL(n1,C)/C× that acts on X(~n), and let ~ρ be the character
(detρ−1 ,detρ0 ,detρ1) of G. The character is well defined when ~ρ · ~n is 0. We will use X~ρ−ss(~n) ⊂
X(~n) to denote the space of ~ρ-semistable objects in A(−k) of dimension vector ~n.
Definition 4.5. Suppose ~n = ~n′ + ~n′′ with ~n′ · ~ρ = ~n′′ · ~ρ = 0. Choose F ∈ X~ρ−ss(~n′) and
G ∈ X~ρ−ss(~n′′). We write X(F,G) for the subspace in X(~n) consisting of objects on the G~n-
orbits of K that can be written as an extension of G by F:
0→ F→ K→ G→ 0 .
We also write X(~n′, ~n′′) for the union of all X(F,G).
We have the following dimension estimate.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that the dimension vector ~n of K is associated with the numerical class
(1, 0, 1− n) of the Hilbert scheme; then
dimX(F,G) 6 −χ(G,F) + dimG~n − hom(F,F)− hom(G,G) .
Proof. Let X¯(F,G) be the subset of X(F,G) consisting of objects of the form
I =
(
IF I(F,G)
0 IG
)
, J =
(
JF J(F,G)
0 JG
)
for some pair (I(F,G), J(F,G)). The morphisms are shown in the following diagram:
Cn′−1 IF // Cn′0 JF // Cn′1
Cn′′−1 IG //
I(F,G)
<<
Cn′′0 JG //
J(F,G)
<<
Cn′′1 .
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The pair (I(F,G), J(F,G)) is contained in the kernel of the morphism
d1(G,F) : Hom1(G,F)→ Hom2(G,F) .
By Lemma 4.4, we have coker d1 = Ext2(G,F) = 0, so d1(G,F) is surjective, and
dim X¯(F,G) = hom1(G,F)− hom2(G,F) .
Each element g ∈ G~n can be written as a block matrix
(
A B
C D
)
, where A ∈ Hom0(F,F),
B ∈ Hom0(G,F), C ∈ Hom0(F,G) and D ∈ Hom0(G,G). Note that when A ∈ Hom(F,F),
D ∈ Hom(G,G) and C = 0, we have gX¯(F,G) ⊂ X¯(F,G). Therefore,
dimX(F,G) = dim
(
G~nX¯(F,G)
)
6 dimG~n + dim X¯(F,G)− hom0(G,F)− hom(F,F)− hom(G,G)
= dimG~n − χ(G,F)− hom(F,F)− hom(G,G) .
This finishes the claim.
Lemma 4.7. Let ~n be the dimension vector of a destabilizing factor, and let ~ρ be a character
corresponding to a generic stability condition for ~n. Assume that X~ρ−ss(~n) is non-empty; then
each irreducible component of X~ρ−ss(~n) is of dimension −χ(~n, ~n) + dimG~n.
Proof. The variety X(~n) is the zero locus of 6n−1n1 equations in an affine space. It is easy to
see that each irreducible component of X(~n) is of dimension at least −χ(~n, ~n) + dimG~n.
On the other hand, similarly to the argument in Theorem 4.3, for any ρ-semistable object F ∈
X~ρ−ss(~n), the map d1 : Hom1(F,F)→ Hom2(F,F) is surjective by Lemma 4.4, and the Zariski
tangent space at F is of dimension −χ(~n, ~n)+dimG~n. Since X~ρ−ss(~n) is open in X(~n), we see that
each irreducible component of X~ρ−ss(~n) must be of dimension exactly −χ(~n, ~n) + dimG~n.
4.3 Irreducibility of the moduli spaces
Now, we want to show the irreducibility of moduli of Bridgeland-stable objects (Theorem 4.11).
This is known in the Gieseker chamber, and the way we prove it for other stability conditions is
by studying the behavior of moduli of stable objects when the stability condition varies across a
wall in a quiver region. Based on the results and methods in Section 4.2, we are able to estimate
the dimension of the space of new stable objects after a wall crossing. When the wall is to the left
of the vertical wall, we show that after wall crossing, the new stable objects arising as extensions
have codimension at least 3 (Lemma 4.10). This will imply that the moduli of stable objects
always remain irreducible.
In this subsection, we always assume ~n to be the dimension vector associated with the numer-
ical class (1, 0, 1−n). Consider an actual wall whose right edge falls in the quiver region for A(k).
Assume that the character ~ρ corresponds to a stability condition on this wall and in this quiver
region. Let ~ρ− and ~ρ+ be the characters corresponding, respectively, to stability conditions to
the left and right of the given stability condition. In order to control the dimension of new stable
objects, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that K is an object in X~ρ−−s(~n) \X~ρ+−s(~n); then it can be written as a
non-trivial extension
0→ K′ → K→ K′′ → 0
of objects in A(k) such that the dimension vector ~n′ of K′ satisfies ~ρ− · ~n′ < 0 = ~ρ · ~n′, and
Hom(K′′,K′) = 0. Moreover, we have χ(K′′,K′) < 0.
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Proof. By the assumption on K, it is a strictly ~ρ-semistable object and is destabilized by a non-
zero ~ρ-stable subobject K′ with ~ρ · ~n′ = 0. As K is ~ρ−-stable, we have ~ρ− · ~n′ < 0. Denote the
quotient by K′′. Suppose that there is a non-zero element in Hom(K′′,K′); then its image K˜
in K′ is both a subobject and quotient object of K in A(k). Let n˜ be the dimension vector of K˜;
since K is ~ρ−-stable, we get ~ρ− · n˜ < 0 < ~ρ− · n˜, which gives a contradiction. So Hom(K′′,K′) = 0.
The last statement χ(K′′,K′) < 0 follows from the existence of non-trivial extensions and
Lemma 4.4.
Notation 4.9. We introduce the following notation for Lemma 4.10.
X~ρ−ss(~n′)c :=
{
K ∈ X~ρ−ss(~n′) | hom(K,K) = c} ,
X~ρ−ss(~n′, ~n′′)c,d :=
{
K ∈ X~ρ−ss(F,G) | hom(F,F) = c,hom(G,G) = d} .
Lemma 4.10. The dimension of the space X~ρ−−s(~n)\X~ρ+−s(~n) is at most −χ(~n, ~n)+dimG~n−3.
Proof. By Lemma 4.8, the space X~ρ−−s(~n) \X~ρ+−s(~n) can be covered by the following pieces:
X~ρ−−s(~n) \X~ρ+−s(~n) ⊂
⋃
~m
X(~m, (~n− ~m)) ,
where ~m satisfies the following two requirements:
~ρ− · ~m < 0 = ~ρ0 · ~m ,
χ(~n− ~m, ~m) 6 0 .
A subtle point is that for objects K′ with dimension vector ~m, the dimension of Hom(K′,K′)
may not be a constant. However, we see that this does not affect our dimension estimate. Let
X(~m,~n− ~m)c,d be the space of objects arising as extensions of ~ρ−-semistable objects K′ and K′′,
where K′ has dimension vector ~m, dim Hom(K′,K′) = c, the object K′′ has dimension vector
(n1, n2, n3)− ~m, and dim Hom(K′′,K′′) = d.
Note that by Definition 4.5, for F, F′ ∈ X~ρ−−ss(~m) and G, G′ ∈ X~ρ−ss(~n − ~m), the space
X(F,G) equals X(F′,G′) when F, F′ are in the same G~m-orbit and G, G′ are in the same
G~n−~m-orbit. By Lemma 4.6, we have
dimX(~m,~n− ~m)c,d 6 −χ(~n− ~m, ~m) + dimG~n − c− d+ dim
(
X~ρ−−ss(~m)c//G~m
)
+ dim
(
X~ρ−−ss(~n− ~m)d//G~n−~m
)
= −χ(~n− ~m, ~m) + dimG~n − c− d− (dimG~m − c)− (dimG~n−~m − d)
+ dimX~ρ−−ss(~m)c + dimX~ρ−−ss(~n− ~m)d
6 −χ(~n− ~m, ~m) + dimG~n − χ(~n− ~m,~n− ~m)− χ(~m, ~m) by Lemma 4.7
= −χ(~n, ~n) + dimG~n + χ(~m,~n− ~m) .
Write ~m = (m−1,m0,m1); then by our assumption on ~m, we have
χ(~m,~n− ~m) 6 −χ(~n− ~m, ~m) + χ(~m,~n− ~m)
= −χ(~n, ~m) + χ(~m,~n)
= −(~n · ~m− 3(n−1m0 + n0m1) + 6n−1m1)
+
(
~n · ~m− 3(m−1n0 +m0n1) + 6m−1n1
)
= −(6n−1 − 3n0)m1 − (3n1 − 3n−1)m0 − (3n0 − 6n1)m−1
= −3~m · (k + 1,−k, k − 1) .
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By the formula below Example 3.5, when s decreases from −k + 1 to −k − 1, the character
~ρs,0+,−k decreases from (n0,−n−1, 0) to (0, n1,−n0) up to a positive scalar. Therefore, ~ρ− = ~ρ0+
(0, n1,−n0) for  > 0, as well as ~ρ0 = ~ρ−+′(n0,−n−1, 0) for ′ > 0. Since ~n·(k+1,−k, k−1) = 0
and ~n⊥ is spanned by(n0,−n−1, 0) and (0, n1,−n0), the weight character satisfies
(k + 1,−k, k − 1) = k + 1
n0
(n0,−n−1, 0)− k − 1
n0
(0, n1,−n0)
=
k + 1
n0′
(~ρ0 − ~ρ−)− k − 1
n0
(~ρ− − ~ρ0)
= a~ρ0 − b~ρ− .
Note that for k > 1 (the quiver region A(−k) is to the left of the vertical wall), we have a, b > 0.
Hence, ~m · (k + 1,−k, k − 1) > 1. So
dim
(
X~ρ−−s(~n) \X~ρ+−s(~n)) 6 −χ(~n, ~n) + dimG~n − 3 .
This concludes the proof of the claim.
Now, we are ready to prove our main theorem on irreducibility.
Theorem 4.11. For a generic stability condition not on any actual destabilizing wall, the moduli
space of stable objects of numerical class (1, 0, 1− n) is irreducible.
Proof. Again, we use the trick of slicing down the wall to reduce to wall crossing in quiver regions.
In the Gieseker chamber, X~ρ−s(~n) is irreducible since the quotient space, which is exactly the
Hilbert scheme of points, is smooth and irreducible. By Propositions 4.7 and 4.10, while going
across an actual wall, the dimension of the new stable locus X~ρ−−s(~n) \ X~ρ−−s(~n) is smaller
than the dimension of any irreducible component of X~ρ−−s(~n) (by at least 3). Hence, the new
stable locus is contained in the same irreducible component of X~ρ+−s(~n). So X~ρ−−s(~n) remains
irreducible and the moduli space as the quotient space is also irreducible.
5. MMP via variation of GIT
The aim of this section is to show that wall crossing in the space of Bridgeland-stability conditions
induces the minimal model program for deformations of Hilbert schemes of points on P2. In
Section 5.1, we rephrase some results from variation of GIT in our setup. In Section 5.2, we
study the wall-crossing behavior on the second quadrant and show that this completes the theory
for P2. For the deformations, wall crossing over the vertical wall is more involved and induces a
different picture of MMP. This is studied in detail in Section 5.3.
5.1 Properties of GIT
Birational geometry via GIT has been studied in [DH98] by Dolgachev and Hu, and in [Tha96]
by Thaddeus. Since we are mainly working with the GIT quotients of affine schemes, we need to
rephrase some theorems in our setup. In this section, we recollect some properties in the language
of affine GIT.
Let X be an affine algebraic G-variety, where G is a reductive group and acts on X via
a linear representation. Given a character ρ : G→ C×, the stable and semistable loci are written
as Xρ−s and Xρ−ss, respectively. We write C[B]G,χ for the χ-semi-invariant functions on B ⊂ X;
that is, one has
f
(
g−1(x)
)
= χ(g) · f(x) ∀ g ∈ G , x ∈ B .
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We denote the GIT quotient by X//ρ G := Proj
⊕
n>0C[X]G,ρ
n
and the morphism from Xρ−ss
to X//ρ G by Fρ.
In addition, we make the following assumptions on X and G:
(1) There are only finitely many walls in the space of characters on which there are strictly
semistable points. In a chamber between two walls, we always have Xρ−s = Xρ−ss.
(2) The stable locus Xρ−s is smooth, and the action of G on Xρ−s is free.
(3) The GIT quotient X//ρ G is projective and connected.
(4) For any characters ρ and ρ′ such that Xρ−s and Xρ′−s are non-empty, the closures of Xρ−s
and Xρ
′−s are in the same irreducible component of X.
(5) Given any point x ∈ X, the set of characters {ρ |x ∈ Xρ−ss} is closed.
Definition 5.1. Let ρ be a generic character (that is, not on walls) such that Xρ−s is non-
empty; then by our assumptions we have a G-principal bundle Xρ−s → X//ρ G = Xρ−s //G.
For any character ρ0 of G, let Lρ,ρ0 be the line bundle over X//ρ G given by the composition of
transition functions of the G-principal bundle with ρ0. In other words, consider the trivial line
bundle over X with G-action given by the character ρ0; then this G-line bundle descends to Lρ,ρ0
on X//ρ G.
Now, we are ready to list some properties from the variation of geometric invariant theory
(VGIT).
Proposition 5.2. Let X be an affine algebraic G-variety that satisfies Assumptions (1) to (5),
and let Lρ,ρ0 be the line bundle defined above.
(i) Γ(X//ρ G, L⊗nρ,ρ0) ' C[Xρ−s]G,ρ
n
0 .
(ii) If ρ+ and ρ are in the same chamber, then C[Xρ−s]G,ρ
n
+ = C[X]G,ρn+ for n 1 and Lρ,ρ+ is
ample; if ρ0 is a generic point on the wall bounding the chamber of ρ, then Lρ,ρ0 is nef and
semiample.
(iii) Let ρ+ and ρ0 be in the chamber of ρ and on the wall, respectively; then there is an inclusion
Xρ+−ss ⊂ Xρ0−ss, which induces a canonical projective morphism pr+ : X//ρ+ G→ X//ρ0G.
(iv) A (projective, smooth, connected) curve C in X//ρ+ G is contracted by pr+ if and only if it
is contracted by X//ρ+ G→ Proj⊕n>0Γ(X//ρ+ G,L⊗nρ+,ρ0).
(v) Let ρ+ and ρ− be in the two chambers on different sides of a wall, and let ρ0 be a generic point
on the wall. Assume that Xρ±−s are both non-empty; then the morphisms X//ρ±G→X//ρ0G
are both proper and birational. Moreover, if they are both small, then the rational map
X//ρ− G 99K X//ρ+ G is a flip with respect to the line bundle Lρ+,ρ0 .
Proof. (i) This is true in general for G-principal bundles by flat descent theorem; see [Del77,
Expose´ I, The´ore`me 4.5].
(ii) and (iii) By Assumption (5), we have Xρ−s ⊂ Xρ∗−ss, where ∗ stands for 0 or +. By
Assumption (4), the natural map C[X]G,ρn∗ → C[Xρ−s]G,ρn∗ ' Γ(X //ρ G, L⊗nρ,ρ∗) is injective
for n ∈ Z>0. Hence, the base locus of Lρ,ρ∗ is empty. The graded ring R(X //ρ G, Lρ,ρ∗) '⊕
n>0C[Xρ−s]G,ρ
n∗ is finitely generated over C. When Xρ∗−s is non-empty, the canonical mor-
phism X//ρ G→ Proj
⊕
n>0C[Xρ−s]G,ρ
n∗ is birational and projective. Now, we have morphisms
pr+ : X//ρ G→ Proj
⊕
n>0
C[Xρ−s]G,ρ
n∗ → Proj
⊕
n>0
C[X]G,ρ
n∗ = X//ρ∗ G .
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The morphism pr+ maps each S-equivariant class with respect to the stability condition ρ∗ to
itself set-theoretically. When ρ+ is in the same chamber as ρ, by Assumption (2), this is an
isomorphism, which implies that Lρ,ρ+ must be ample and C[Xρ−s]G,ρ
n
+ = C[X]G,ρn+ for n large
enough. By the definition of Lρ,ρ+ , it extends to a linear map from the space of real characters
of G to NSR(X//ρ G). Since all elements in the chamber of ρ are mapped into the ample cone,
Lρ,ρ0 as the limit must be nef.
(iv) ‘⇐’: by Assumption (4), the map Proj⊕n>0C[Xρ+−s]G,ρn0 → Proj⊕n>0C[X]G,ρn0 is
always surjective. So if C is contracted in Proj⊕n>0C[Xρ+−s]G,ρn0 , then it is also contracted in
Proj⊕n>0C[X]G,ρn0 .
‘⇒’: Let the subgroup G′ ⊂ G be the kernel of ρ0. We show that there is a subvariety P
in Xρ+−s satisfying
(a) P is a G′-principal bundle, and the base space is projective and connected;
(b) Fρ+(P ) = C.
Here, Fρ+ is the morphism X
ρ+−s → Xρ+−s//G. Assume the existence of P for the moment; then
any function f ∈ C[Xs,ρ+ ]G,ρn0 is constant on each G′-fiber. Since the base space is projective
and connected, it must be constant on the whole subvariety P . Since Fρ+(P ) = C, the value
of f on F−1ρ+ (C) is determined by this constant. Hence, the canonical morphism contracts C to
a point.
To construct P , we may assume G′ 6= G. Choose N large enough and finitely many fi in
C[X]G,ρN0 such that
⋂
i
(
V (fi) ∩ F−1ρ0 (pr+(C))
)
is empty. Since all points in F−1ρ0 (pr+(C)) are
S-equivariant in Xρ0−ss, each Gx contains all minimum orbits Gy in F−1ρ0 (pr+(C)). Choose y
such that Gy is closed in Xρ0−ss, and let Py be⋂
i
{x ∈ F−1ρ+ (C)|fi(x) = fi(y)} .
For any p ∈ C, since the G-orbit F−1ρ+ (p) contains y and G is reductive, there are a sub-
group β : C× → G and xp ∈ F−1ρ+ (p) satisfying y ∈ β(C×)× xp. Since y ∈ Xρ0−ss, there is a
ρN0 -semi-invariant fi such that fi(y) = 0. Therefore, ρ0 ◦ β = 0. This implies that for any ρ0-
semi-invariant function f , we have f(xp) = f(y), so Condition (b) is satisfied. Let G
′′ be the
kernel of ρN . By the choices of the fi, another point xq on Gxp is in Py if and only if xq and
y are on the same G′′-orbit. Since G acts freely on all stable points, Py becomes a G′′-principal
bundle over the base C. As [G′′ : G′] is finite, we may choose a connected component of Py and
as a G′-principal bundle, the induced morphism from base space to C is finite. Condition (a) is
satisfied.
(v) This follows from [Tha96, Theorem 3.3].
Remark 5.3. When the difference between Xρ+−s and Xρ−−s is of codimension at least 2 in
Xρ+,s ∪ Xρ−−s, since Xρ+−s ∪ Xρ−−s is smooth, irreducible and quasi-affine by the second
assumption, we have
C
[
Xρ+−s
]G,ρn− = C[Xρ+−s ∪Xρ−−s]G,ρn− = C[Xρ−−s]G,ρn− = C[X]G,ρn− for n 0 .
In this case, the birational map betweenXρ+−s andXρ−−s identifies NSR(X//ρ+G) and NSR(X//ρ−
G). It maps [Lρ+,ρ] to [Lρ−,ρ] for any character ρ in the chambers of both ρ− and ρ+.
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5.2 Wall crossing in the second quadrant
We will apply the results from previous sections to study the behavior of the moduli space of
stable objects under wall crossing. In this section, we will focus on the case when the stability
condition varies in the second quadrant of the (s, t)-plane. We will show that this is equivalent
to the MMP of deformations of Hilbert scheme of points (Theorem 5.5). In particular, we get
a concrete correspondence between the stable base locus walls in the effective cone and the actual
destabilizing walls in the second quadrant (Proposition 5.7).
First, we need a lemma to make sure that the wall crossing eventually terminates in the
second quadrant.
Lemma 5.4. There is a semicircular wall of radius greater than 12 such that inside the wall, there
is no semistable object with invariant (1, 0, 1− n).
Proof. When (k + 2)(k + 1) > 2n, the ... O(−k)[1] always admits a non-zero morphism to any
object A(−k) with dimension vector (n−1, n0, n1) =
(
n−(k − 1)k/2, 2n−k2+1, n−(k + 1)k/2),
since 2n− k2 + 1 > 3(n− (k + 1)k/2). When we look at the wall given by O(−k)[1], this is the
wall containing (−k, 0), and every object with invariant (1, 0, 1− n) is destabilized at this wall.
Hence, there is no stable object with invariant (1, 0, 1− n) inside this semicircle.
Now we can state our main theorem.
Theorem 5.5. When we vary the stability condition in the second quadrant of the (s, t)-plane
of Bridgeland-stability conditions on Db(qgr-S), the corresponding moduli space of stable ob-
jects performs birational transformations. This wall-crossing process is equivalent to the minimal
model program for Hilbn S.
Proof. Each point in
{
(s, t) | −√2n < s < 0, 0 < t < 12
}
falls into at least one quiver region A(k).
As explained before Proposition 3.7, the moduli space of Zs,t-semistable objects with invariants
(r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1− n) is parameterized by the quotient space Xk//~ρs,t,k Gk (here, we put in the
symbol k to keep track of the quiver region). By Proposition 3.7, there are finitely many actual
destabilizing walls, and in each chamber the moduli space remains the same. By the formula in
Example 3.5, the character ~ρs,t,k = (ρ−1, ρ0, ρ1) always satisfies ρ−1 > 0 > ρ1.
We first check that the Gk-variety Xk satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 5.2 for all ~ρs,t,k.
Assumption (1), the ‘finiteness of walls,’ is due to the second property in Proposition 3.7. As-
sumptions (2), (3) and (4) follow from Theorems 4.3 and 4.11. Assumption (5) holds by King’s
criteria [Kin94] for (semi)stable quiver representations.
Now, for each point (s, t), we may assign a divisor [L ~ρ+,~ρs,t,k ] to Xk//~ρs,t,kGk as in Definition 5.1,
where ~ρ+ is a character in the chamber. Starting from a sufficient small t > 0 and −1 < s < 0,
where X0//~ρs,t,0 G0 is Hilb
n S, fix t and let s decrease. At an actual destabilizing wall, let pr+
be the morphism from Xk//~ρs0+,t,k
Gk to Xk//~ρs0,t,k
Gk as that in Proposition 5.2. One of three
different cases may happen:
(1) The morphism pr+ is a small contraction.
(2) The morphism pr+ is birational and has an exceptional divisor.
(3) All points in Hilbn S are destabilized.
In Case (1), by Proposition 4.10, we get small contractions on both sides of the wall. By
property (v) in Proposition 5.2, this is the flip with respect to the divisor class [L ~ρ+,~ρs0,t,k ]. Since
the loci of X
ρ+−s
k and X
ρ−−s
k which are strictly semistable on the wall are of codimension at
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most 2, their divisor cones can be identified as explained in Remark 5.3. When s decreases,
since the birational transformation that is performed is a flip, the divisor class [L ~ρ+,~ρs0,t,k ] always
jumps to the next chamber of the stable base locus decomposition of the pseudo-effective cone.
In Case (2), the morphism Xk //~ρs0−,t,k
Gk → Xk //~ρs0,t,k Gk does not have any exceptional
divisors by Proposition 4.10; hence the Picard number of Xk//~ρs0−,t,k
Gk is 1. By property (iv)
in Proposition 5.2, Case (2) only happens when the canonical model associated with L ~ρ+,~ρs0,t,k
contracts a divisor, in other words, when the identified divisor of L~ρ+,~ρs,t,k on Hilbn S is on
the boundary of the movable cone. When we continue decreasing s, the next destabilizing wall
corresponds to the zero divisor, so it must be in Case (3). In general, if the boundary of the
movable cone is not the same as the boundary of the nef cone, then Case (2) happens. Otherwise,
Case (2) does not happen and the process terminates with a Mori fibration in Case (3).
Besides all previous ingredients, we only need to check that Case (3) happens before s = −√2n
when t = 0+. This is proved in Lemma 5.4, so we have completed our proof.
In particular, we get the following corollary. The special case of this for monomial schemes is
also proved independently in [CH14].
Corollary 5.6. The semicircular actual walls in W act(1,0,1−n) are in one-to-one correspondence
with stable base locus decomposition walls on one side of the pseudo-effective cone of deformation
of the Hilbert scheme of points Hilbn S.
In fact, we can make this correspondence more concrete. Given an integer 0 6 k <
√
2n,
for −k − 1 < s < −k + 1, let Ak and Bk be the line bundles on X−k //~ρs,0+,−k G−k whose
transition functions are given by the composition of the transition functions of the G-principal
bundle with characters
(
2n − k2 + 1, k(k − 1)/2 − n, 0) and (0, n − k(k + 1)/2,−2n + k2 − 1),
respectively. Then, when −k − 1 < s < −k, there are four divisors Ak, Bk, Ak+1 and Bk+1 on
X−k //~ρs,0+,−k G−k (' X−k−1//~ρs,0+,−k−1 G−k−1) corresponding to the quiver regions A(−k) and
A(−k − 1). The line bundle Ak+1 as a line bundle on X−k //~ρs,0+,−k G−k is with respect to the
character
(
n − k(k + 1)/2, 0, k(k − 1)/2 − n) up to a positive scalar. When the wall crossing in
the quiver region only induces a flip, by Remark 5.3, these divisors satisfy the relation
ck
[
Ak+1
Bk+1
]
=
[
2n− k(k + 1) 2n− k(k − 1)
−2n+ (k + 1)(k + 2) 3(2n− (k − 1)(k + 2))
] [
Ak
Bk
]
, (5.1)
where ck is a constant depending on k. In addition, Ak ∼ Bk−2, where ∼ stands for equivalence
up to a positive scalar. Let the first several line bundles be given as follows: A1 ∼ H, B0 ∼ A2 ∼
(n− 1)H − 12∆, A3 ∼ 12(n− 1)H − 12∆.
Proposition 5.7. The divisor corresponding to (s, 0+) is
(−(2n+ s2)/2s− 3/2)H − 12∆ up to
a scalar. In other words, the destabilizing semicircle wall on the Bridgeland-stability condition
space with center −m− 32 corresponds to the stable base locus decomposition wall mH − 12∆.
Proof. Adopt the notation Ak, Bk as above. We first show that when k > 0, the divisors Ak and
Bk are (2n+ (k − 1)(k − 4))H − (k − 1)∆ and (2n+ (k − 2)(k + 1))H − (k + 1)∆, respectively,
up to a same scalar.
When k = 1, we may assume A1 = 2nH, B1 = b1((n−1)H−∆) and A2 = a2
(
(n−1)H− 12∆
)
.
By the equation (5.1) for k = 1, we have
(2n− 2)A1 + 2nb1
(
n− 1
2
H −∆
)
∼ (n− 1)H − 1
2
∆ .
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This implies b1 = 2. By the equation (5.1) and induction on k, we have[
Ak+1
Bk+1
]
∼
[
2n− k(k + 1) 2n− k(k − 1)
−2n+ (k + 1)(k + 2) 3(2n− (k − 1)(k + 2))
] [
(2n+ (k − 1)(k − 4))H − (k − 1)∆
(2n+ (k − 2)(k + 1))H − (k + 1)∆
]
∼
[
(8n2 + (−6k + 2)2n− k(k2 − 1)(2k − 6))H − (4nk − 2(k − 1)k(k + 1))∆
(8n2 + (2k − 2)2n− (k2 − 1)(k + 2)(2k − 2))H − (4n(k + 2)− 2(k2 − 1)(k + 2))∆
]
∼ (4n− 2(k2 − 1))
[
(2n+ k(k − 3))H − k∆
(2n+ (k + 2)(k − 1))H − (k + 2)∆
]
,
giving the formula for Ak+1 and Bk+1.
At the point (s, 0+), the character ρs,0+,−k is given in Example 3.5. We have
ρs,0+,−k = −f(n, s, k − 1)
(
0,
n1
n0
,−1
)
+ f(n, s, k + 1)
(
1,−n−1
n0
, 0
)
,
where f(n, s, k) = k(2n+ s2) + s(2n+ k2). Up to a scalar, the divisor at (s, 0+) is given by
−f(n, s, k − 1)Bk + f(n, s, k + 1)Ak ∼ −f(n, s, k − 1) ((2n+ (k − 2)(k + 1))H − (k + 1)∆)
+ f(n, s, k + 1) ((2n+ (k − 4)(k − 1))H − (k − 1)∆)
= 2 (2n− (k − 1)(k + 1)) (2n+ s2 + 3s)H
+ 2s (2n− (k − 1)(k + 1)) ∆
= −2s(2n− (k − 1)(k + 1))
((
−2n+ s
2
2s
− 3
2
)
H − 1
2
∆
)
.
The last statement follows directly from this formula.
5.3 The vertical wall and wall crossing in the first quadrant
In this section, we want to study the wall-crossing behavior across the vertical wall and walls in
the first quadrant. In the non-deformed case, there is not much to say: when crossing the vertical
wall, the Hilbert scheme of points maps to the symmetric product of P2, and this corresponds
to the line bundle H. Note that the symmetric product is of Picard number 1, so the next wall
in the stable base locus decomposition is exactly given by ∆, and the MMP terminates.
However, in the deformed case, the picture is much more interesting. We will see that crossing
the vertical wall does not drop the Picard number of the moduli space of stable objects, and
in the first quadrant there exists a sequence of wall-crossings ‘symmetric’ to that in the second
quadrant.
Proposition 5.8. Given a Sklyanin algebra Skl(E,L, λ), suppose that λ is of infinite order; then
no curve is contracted on the vertical wall s = 0; in other words, the vertical wall is a fake wall.
Proof. The vertical wall corresponds to the wall in A(0) with respect to the character (1, 0,−1).
We need the following criteria for stable monads.
Lemma 5.9. Suppose that the ... λ of the Sklyanin algebra Skl(E,L, λ) is of infinite order; then
a monad K : O(−1) ⊗ Cn → O ⊗ C2n+1 → O(1) ⊗ Cn is stable with respect to (1, 0,−1) if and
only if the first map is injective, the second map is surjective, and the homological sheaf H0(K)
at the middle term is a line bundle.
Proof. By the discussion in Proposition 3.7, the character (1, 0,−1) is on the wall of the Gieseker
chamber that contains ((2n + 1)(m − 1), n,−(2n + 1)m) for m  1; hence, any (1, 0,−1)-
stable point is ((2n+ 1)(m− 1), n,−(2n+ 1)m)-stable and corresponds to a sheaf with invariant
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(r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1− n). Denote by I and J the maps from O(−1)⊗ Cn to O ⊗ C2n+1 and from
O⊗C2n+1 to O(1)⊗Cn, respectively. Write I = xI1+yI2+zI3, where Ik is a linear map from Cn
to C2n+1; then the monad corresponds to a line bundle if and only if the cokernel of I is a vector
bundle. By [NS07, Corollary 3.12 and Lemma 3.11] on the criteria of a vector bundle, H0(K) is
a line bundle if and only if lI1 +mI2 + nI3 is injective for all non-zero triples (l,m, n) ∈ C3 (or
equivalently for all [(l,m, n)] ∈ E). Now, we may show the ‘if’ and ‘only if’ statements.
‘⇒’: Suppose that H0(K) is not a line bundle; then lI1 + mI2 + nI3 has a non-zero element
v−1 in its kernel. We may consider the minimum subcomplex K′ that contains v−1. It is not hard
to check that the dimension dim(H ′−1, H ′0, H ′1) of K′ is (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (1, 2, 0), or (1, 2, 1). All
of these cases contradict the (1, 0,−1)-stability requirement.
‘⇐’: Suppose that the complex is not (1, 0,−1)-stable; then a subcomplex with dimension
vector (a, b, c) destabilizes the monad. Since K is ((2n + 1)(m − 1), n,−(2n + 1)m)-stable for
m  1, we have b 6 2a = 2c. Restricting on the elliptic curve E, since I is injective at every
point, we have a complex on E:
0→ L∗ ⊗ Ca → OE ⊗ Cb → L⊗ Ca → 0 ,
which is exact except the middle term. Comparing the rank and the degree, we get b = 2a and
the complex is exact. Since λ3a is not idE , we have L∗⊗a ⊗ L⊗a 6' O. Therefore, the complex
cannot be exact, which leads to the contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 5.8, continued. According to the proof of the lemma, any complex whose
H0(K) is not a line bundle has a subcomplex with dimension vector (1, 2, 1). Hence, each
(1, 0,−1)-semistable complex has a filtration with (1, 0,−1)-stable factors with the following
dimension vectors: one copy of (a, 2a + 1, a) (a line bundle E) and several (1, 2, 1) (quotient
points Op[−1] for p ∈ E).
Basic computations show that Ext1(E ,Op[−1]) is 0, Ext1(Op[−1], E) is C for all p and
Ext1(Op[−1],Oq[−1]) is C if and only if p = q or p = λ3(q) and is 0 for any other q. Hence,
the Ext1 of any two factors is at most 1, and any S-equivariant class has only finitely many
non-isomorphic complexes, which means that no curve is contracted.
Lemma 5.10. Let X0 be the total space of complexes O(−1)⊗Cn → O⊗C2n+1 → O(1)⊗Cn, let
G0 be the group GLn×GL2n+1×GLn/C×, and let ρ+ be the character (1, 0,−1)+(n,−2n−1, 0)
for small enough positive . Then X0//ρ+ G0 is smooth.
Proof. Given a stable complex K with respect to ρ+, we may restricted it to the elliptic curve E.
Since Hom(KE ,KE) is C, the hypercohomology of H2(Hom•(K|E ,K|E)) is the same as
Ext2(K,K). Since K|E is exact at the first term and the homological sheaf at the middle is
a line bundle of non-positive degree, it is quasi-isomorphic to Q → L⊕n, where Q is locally free
and µ+(Q) 6 3 = µ(L). Hence, H2(Hom•(K|E ,K|E)) = 0. By a similar argument as that in
Corollary 4.11, we deduce that X//ρ+ G is smooth.
By Proposition 5.2(v), as no curve is contracted, we have a birational map Tw : X0//ρ−G0 99K
X0 //ρ+ G0, where X //ρ− G is Hilb
n S. Since both varieties are smooth and Tw does not have
an exceptional locus, this is an isomorphism. Under this isomorphism, the line bundle complex
remains the same (since these complexes are stable on both sides). Due to the uniqueness of
the S-equivariant class, the Tw-image of an ideal complex IZ with Z equal to n general distinct
points p1, . . . , pn (by the term ‘general,’ we mean λ
3(pi) 6= pj and pi 6= pj for any 1 6 i, j 6 n)
is shown below:
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. O
O⊕2L∗ L
•• •
•• •
O⊕2L∗ L
H0 is Op1 Oλ3(p1)
Opn Oλ3(pn)
••
O
O⊕2L∗ L
•• •
•• •
O⊕2L∗ L
H0 is Op1 Oλ3(p1)
Opn Oλ3(pn)
••
Tw
Write a complex K in X
s,ρ−
0 as O(−1)⊗H−1 I−→ O⊗H0 J−→ O(1)⊗H1 with I = xI1+yI2+zI3
and J = xJ1 + yJ2 + zJ3. Another morphism T˜t from X
s,ρ−
0 to X
s,ρ+
0 is defined as
(I, J) = (xI1 + yI2 + zI3, xJ1 + yJ2 + zJ3) 7→
(
xJT2 + yJ
T
1 + zJ
T
3 , xI
T
2 + yI
T
1 + zI
T
3
)
.
Lemma 5.11. The morphism T˜t is well defined and compatible with the G0-action. In addition,
it extends to other quiver regions as T˜t,k : X
s,ρ−
k → Xs,ρ+−k .
Proof. Since x, y, z satisfy the relations (2.1) in Definition 2.1, the image of a complex under T˜t
is still a complex.
The stability property is due to duality. The image T˜t(K) is a complex O(−1) ⊗ H∗1 I−→
O ⊗ H∗0 J−→ O(1) ⊗ H∗−1. A subcomplex in T˜t(K) is determined by subspaces (H ′1, H ′0, H ′−1)
in (H∗1 , H∗0 , H∗−1) that are compatible with T˜t(I, J). Then the subspaces (H ′⊥−1, H ′⊥0 , H ′⊥1 ) in
(H−1, H0, H1) are compatible with I and J ; hence, they determine a subcomplex of K. Since
ρ+ · (h′1, h′0, h′−1) > 0 if and only if ρ− · (n−1 − h′−1, n0 − h0, n1 − h1) > 0, the complex T˜t(K)
is ρ+-stable. The morphism T˜t,k can be defined in the similar way. The compatibility of T˜t,k
and T˜t,k+1 is a routine check and is left to the reader.
As T˜t maps a G0-orbit to a G0-orbit, it induces a map from X0//ρ−G0 to X0//ρ+G0. We denote
this isomorphism between Xs,ρ− and Xs,ρ+ by Tt. This establishes the symmetry wall crossing
picture between the first and second quadrants.
Denote by T := Tt ◦ Tw the automorphism of X0//ρ− G0 ' Hilbn S. By the definition of Tt,
we have T ◦ T = Id. The following statement shows that when n > 3, the induced T -action on
NSR(Hilb
n S) is non-trivial; in other words, the destabilizing wall on the first quadrant destabi-
lizes different points than the walls on the second quadrant.
Proposition 5.12. When n > 3, the automorphism T on Hilbn S induces a non-trivial action
on H2(Hilbn S,Z).
Proof. When n = 3, since the O(−1)-wall (respectively, O(1)[1]-wall) is the first wall on the left
(respectively, right) of the t-axis, it is enough to show that these two walls destabilize different
points on X0 //ρ+ G0. To show this, we study when an ideal sheaf IZ (that can be written as
the kernel of O → ⊕Opi for three general distinct points p1, p2, p3 on E) is destabilized on the
O(−1)-wall.
Let the complex of IZ [1] be (L∗)⊕3 → O⊕7E → L
⊕3
, as the diagram on the left in (5.3). Write
E for the kernel of O⊕7E → L
⊕3
. As in (5.3), the map O⊕7E → L
⊕3
has four parts: OE and three
pieces O⊕2E → L. Each O⊕2E → L has kernel L
−1
(λ3(pi)) and cokernel Oλ3(pi). The map from E
to the direct sum of the three pieces O⊕2E → L has kernel O(−λ3(p1)− λ3(p2)− λ3(p3)).
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Since the Hom(O(−1),O(i) ⊗ Cni) have dimensions 3, 21, 18, for i = −1, 0, 1, respectively,
we have the following equivalences:
Hom(O(−1), IZ) 6= 0
⇔ the map from Hom (O(−1),O ⊗ C7) to Hom (O(−1),O(1)⊗ C3) is not surjective
⇔ the map from Hom (L∗,OE ⊗ C7) to Hom (L∗,L ⊗ C3) is not surjective
⇔ Ext1(L∗, E) 6= 0
⇔ O(−λ3(p1)− λ3(p2)− λ3(p3)) ' L∗ .
The last equivalence is due to the short exact sequence 0 → O(−λ3(p1) − λ3(p2) − λ3(p3)) →
E → ⊕L−1(λ3(pi))→ 0. A similar argument shows that Tw(IZ [1]), whose diagram is on the right
in (5.3), has non-zero morphism to O(1)[1] if and only if O(p1 + p2 + p3) ' L. Hence, O(−1)
has non-zero morphism to T (IZ) if and only if O(p1 + p2 + p3) ' L. Since L(pi) = L∗(λ3(pi))
and λ has infinite order, the locus that is contracted by the O(−1)-wall and the locus that is
contracted by the O(1)[1]-wall are different.
When n > 4, we do induction on n. Assume that the (n−1)-case is done: a line bundle I with
(r, c1, χ) = (1, 0, 1 − (n − 1)) is destabilized by O(−1), but T (I) is not destabilized by O(−1).
Consider the morphism O(−1)→ I restricted to E; the cokernel is a torsion sheaf of length 3. Let
Op be a quotient of the torsion sheaf; then O(−1) has a non-zero map to the kernel I ′ of I → Op.
Yet, T (I ′) is the kernel of T (I)→ Oq for some q ∈ E, that is, Hom(O(−1), T (I ′)) = 0.
For any destabilize sequence O(−1) → I → I ′′, the extension sheaf by O(−1) and I ′′ is a
vector bundle if and only if for any non-zero numbers (l1, l2, l3) ∈ C3 on E, the ... aIx + bIy + cIz
of I is injective, that is, l1ITx + l2ITy + l3ITz is surjective. For a generic choice of I ′′, the cokernel of
xI ′′Tx +yI ′′Ty +zI ′′Tz restricted to E is the direct sum of some skyscraper sheaves of distinct points.
By adding an additive factor O(−1) at the middle term with suitable maps from O(−2)⊗Cn−1 ,
xITx +yI
T
y +zI
T
z becomes surjective. Hence, on the loci that are destabilized by O(−1), the locus
of line bundles is dense. Therefore, there exists a line bundle V that is destabilized by O(−1)
while T (V) is not destabilized by O(−1). This completes the induction step.
Combining Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 5.12, we get our main result on the generic deformed
Hilbert scheme Hilbn S.
Theorem 5.13. When n > 3, the effective cone of Hilbn S is symmetric. Stable base locus walls
are in one-to-one correspondence with semicircular actual walls in both the first and the second
quadrants of the (s, t)-plane of Bridgeland-stability conditions.
Appendix. Sklyanin algebras and Bridgeland-stability conditions
In this section, we prove several results on the Sklyanin algebra S and Bridgeland-stability
conditions on Db(qgr-S). For the non-deformed case, that is, the projective plane, these are
standard results.
Lemma A.1. Let M∈ qgr-S be a sheaf.
(i) We have c1(M(s)) = c1(M) + s · rk(M) for any s ∈ Z.
(ii) If M is torsion and non-zero, then c1(M) > 0; if, in addition, c1(M) = 0, then χ(M) > 0.
Proof. Property (i) is proved as the second property of Lemma 3.7 in [NS07].
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For property (ii), we can always find an integer j such that there exists a non-zero morphism
OS(j) →M. By the Noetherian hypothesis on M, a quotient-descending chain of M is always
finite. By the additivity of c1 and χ, we may assume that OS(j) → M is surjective. To check
that c1 is non-negative, by the first property, we may assume j = 0. Let I be the kernel of
OS → M. Denote Γ∗(I) by I. Write c for c1(I); then I(−c) is a rank 1, normalized (that is,
c1(I(−c)) = 0), torsion-free sheaf. By [NS07, Proposition 5.6, Theorem 5.8, and Lemma 6.4], the
shift I(−c) is the cohomology sheaf H0(K) of the complex
K : OS(−1)⊕a → O⊕2a+1S → OS(1)⊕a
at the middle term, where a = 1 − χ(I(−c)). As a graded module I = ⊕n∈ZIn, and for n  0,
we have
dimC In = (2a+ 1) dimC S(c)n − a dimC S(c− 1)n − adimC S(c+ 1)n
= (2a+ 1)
(
n+ c+ 2
2
)
− a
((
n+ c+ 1
2
)
+
(
n+ c+ 3
2
))
=
(
n+ c+ 2
2
)
− a .
Since I is a subsheaf of OS , we have dimC In < dimC Sn =
(
n+2
2
)
for n 0. Since a is a constant,
the inequality holds for n 0 if and only if c 6 0; hence, c1(M) > 0.
When rk(M) = c1(M) = 0, by [NS07][Lemma 6.1, Formula (2)], the Hilbert polynomial
pM(t) is a constant, so χ(M(j)) = χ(M); we may also assume j = 0. Then I is semistable and
normalized, by [NS07, Lemma 6.4], we have χ(I) 6 1, and equality holds only when I = O.
Recall that Db(qgr-S) is the bounded derived category of qgr-S. Here is one of the main
results in [NS07], which is a non-commutative analog of the description of Db(P2) [Be˘ı83].
Proposition A.2 ([NS07, Proposition 6.20]). The ... Db(qgr-S) is generated (that is, is the
closure under extension and homological shift of) O(k − 1), O(k), and O(k + 1) for any k ∈ Z.
Proof. For any integer m, by induction and the exact sequence
0→ O(m)

z
x
y

−−−→ O(m+ 1)⊕3

ay cx bz
bx az cy
cz by zx

−−−−−−−−−−−→ O(m+ 2)⊕3

x
y
z

T
−−−−→ O(m+ 3)→ 0 ,
where a, b, c are coefficients in (2.1), we see that O(m) is in the closure for any integer m. By
[NS07, Proposition 6.20], all semistable sheaves are in the closure. Since each torsion-free sheaf
admits a finite Harder–Narasimhan filtration and each torsion sheaf is the cokernel of a morphism
between two torsion free sheaves, all sheaves are in the closure.
Now, we can generalize the construction of Bridgeland-stability conditions on Db(P2) to
Db(qgr-S).
Proposition A.3. Adopt the notation from Section 2.2; the pair (Zs,t,Coh#s) is a stability
condition on Db(qgr-S).
Proof. Any object E ∈ Coh#s fits in an exact sequence
0→ H−1(E)[1]→ E → H0(E)→ 0 .
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In order to check the first property of the central charge in Definition 2.6, we only need to check
that we have Arg(Zs,t(E)) ∈ (0, pi] for the following cases: 1) E is a torsion sheaf; 2) E is a slope
semistable sheaf with µ(E) > s; 3) E[−1] is a slope semistable sheaf with µ(E[−1]) 6 s.
Case 1 is a consequence of Lemma A.1. Case 2 is clear since rs,t(E) is greater than 0.
In Case 3, we may assume c1(E[−1]) = r(E[−1])s, since in other cases rs,t(E) > 0. Then
ds,t(E) =
rt2
2
+ r +
3c1
2
− χ+ c
2
1
2r
> rt
2
2
+
r2 − 1
2r
> 0 ,
where r, c1, χ stand for r(E[−1]), c1(E[−1]), χ(E[−1]), respectively. The first inequality is due
to the following non-commutative version of the Bogomolov inequality.
Lemma A.4 ([NS07, Corollary 6.2 and Proposition 2.4]). For a slope semistable sheaf E in qgr-S,
we have 2χr − r2 − 3rc1 − c21 6 1.
To see this, just notice
2χr − r2 − 3rc1 − c21 = χ(E[−1], E[−1]) 6 1 + ext2(E[−1], E[−1])
= 1 + hom(E[−1], E[−1](−3)) = 1 .
Proof of Proposition A.3, continued (1). In Case 3, we thus see that Arg(Zs,t(E)) = pi; hence,
we have proved the first property of the central charge in Definition 2.6.
Remark A.5. Lemma A.4 implies the formal Bogomolov inequality for slope semistable sheaf E:
Q := c21 − 2ch2r > r2 − 1 > 0 .
Proof of Proposition A.3, continued (2). To prove the Harder–Narasimhan (HN) property, we
need the following lemma to check the descending chain condition.
Lemma A.6. For a pair (Zs,t,Coh#s) and two positive numbers M1, M2, the set
{(−ds,t, rs,t) | −ds,t(F) 6M1, 0 6 rs,t(F) 6M2, F ∈ Coh>s and is a torsion-free sheaf}
is finite.
Proof. First, we show that this holds for all slope semistable sheaves. Write χ(F), r(F), c1(F)
as χ, r, c1 for short. By Lemma A.4, we have
χ 6 1
2r
(
1 + r2 + 3rc1 + c
2
1
)
.
Substituting this inequality into the formula of ds,t, we have
−ds,t > r(t
2 + 1)
2
− (c1 − rs)
2
2r
− 1
2r
.
Since c1− rs ∈ [0,M2] and M1 > −ds,t, we see that r is bounded. As c1− rs ∈ [0,M2], it follows
that c1 is bounded. Now, by the inequality of χ and the formula of ds,t, we have
−M1 + rt
2
2
−
(
s2
2
− 1
)
r −
(
3
2
+ s
)
c1 6 χ 6
1
2r
(
1 + r2 + 3rc1 + c
2
1
)
.
Hence, χ is bounded. The set
{(−ds,t, rs,t) | −ds,t(F) 6M1, 0 6 rs,t(F) 6M2, F is in Coh#s and is a slope semistable sheaf}
is finite.
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Next, we show that this holds for any torsion-free sheaf F ∈ Coh#s. By the finiteness result
above, we may define
D := min{−ds,t(F) | F is in Coh#s and is a torsion-free slope semistable sheaf} ,
R := min{rs,t(F) | F is in Coh#s and is a torsion-free slope semistable sheaf} .
Now given a torsion free sheaf G ∈ Coh#s, for each HN factor Gi of G, we see that −ds,t(Gi) <
(1/R)D2 +M1.
Therefore,
{(−ds,t, rs,t) | −ds,t(F) 6M1, 0 6 rs,t(F) 6M2, F is in Coh#s and is a torsion-free sheaf}
⊂
∑{
(−ds,t, rs,t) | −ds,t(G) 6 D
2
R
+M1, 0 6 rs,t(G) 6M2,
G ∈ Coh#s and is a slope semistable sheaf
}
.
Now, in the second set, rs,t > 0, so by the finiteness, rs,t is bounded from below by a positive
constant. As a result, the number of summands in the second set is finite; hence, we conclude
the finiteness of the first set.
Proof of Proposition A.3, continued (3). Now, we may check the descending chain condition.
Suppose that the condition does not hold; then we have an object E in As that has an infinite
descending chain
· · · ⊂ Ei+1 ⊂ Ei ⊂ · · · ⊂ E1 ⊂ E0 = E
with strictly increasing slopes µs,t(Ei+1) > µs,t(Ei) for all i. There are short exact sequences
in Coh#s: 0 → Ei+1 → Ei → Fi → 0 for i > 0. By taking the cohomology sheaves, we have
H−1(Ei+1) ⊂ H−1(Ei). We may assume that the rank of H−1(Ei) is constant. Now, the co-
kernel H−1(Ei)/H−1(Ei+1) must be torsion, but H−1(Fi) is torsion free, so we have H−1(Ei) '
H−1(Ei+1).
Let Ti and Gi be the torsion subsheaf and torsion-free quotient of H
0(Ei), respectively. Since
we have the exact sequence
0→ H−1(Fi)→ H0(Ei+1)→ H0(Ei)→ H0(Fi)→ 0 ,
and H−1(Fi) is torsion free, Ti+1 is a subsheaf of Ti. We may assume that c1(Ti) is constant; then
χ(Ti) is non-increasing.
Combining all the above assumptions, we have
−ds,t
(
H−1(Ei)[1]
)− ds,t(Ti) > −ds,t(H1(E0)[1])− ds,t(T0) ,
rs,t
(
H−1(Ei)[1]
)
+ rs,t(Ti) > rs,t
(
H1(E0)[1]
)
+ rs,t(T0) .
On the other hand, since the slope is increasing, we also have
−ds,t(Ei) 6 max{−ds,t(E0), 0} , rs,t(Ei) 6 rs,t(E0) .
Subtracting the first set of inequalities from the second, we have
−ds,t(Gi) 6 max
{−ds,t(G0), ds,t(H−1(E0)[1])+ ds,t(T0), 0} , rs,t(Gi) 6 rs,t(G0) .
Now, applying Lemma A.6 to Gi and combining with the results on H
−1(Ei)[1] and Ti, we see
that the set of possible values of (−ds,t(Ei), r(Ei)) is finite, so we obtain the descending chain
condition.
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The ascending chain condition can be proved similarly, where one applies Lemma A.6 to
H−1(Ei)[1] to get the finiteness. In this case, the area in the lemma becomes [−M1,+∞)× [0,M2]
because of the homological shift. The rest of the argument goes similarly to that above, and the
details are left to the readers.
Finally, we show the support condition by showing that the quadratic form Q as defined
in Remark A.5 satisfies the conditions in Definition 2.7 for any (t, s) ∈ R>0 × R. For the first
condition, note that the kernel of Zs,t in K(qgr-S)⊗R is the line (r, c1, ch2) =
(
r, rs, 12(rs
2+rt2)
)
.
On the kernel, we have Q = (rs)2 − (rs2 + rt2)r = −r2t2 6 0. Now, we only need to show that
for any σs,t-stable object E in Coh#s, we have Q(v(E)) > 0.
Suppose Q(v(E)) < 0; in particular, r(E) is not 0 and E is not slope semistable.
If r(E) > 0, then H0(E) is non-zero. Let F = H0(E)min be the quotient sheaf of H
0(E) with
the minimum slope. Let D be H−1(E), and let G be the kernel of H0(E)→ F . We may compare
the slopes of D and G: µ(D) < µ(F ) < µ(G) when D and G are non-zero. We have the relation
c1(E)
r(E)
=
c1(F ) + c1(G)− c1(D)
r(F ) + r(G)− r(D) >
c1(F )
r(F )
.
Equality holds only when D and G are both zero, but this is not possible as else v(E) = v(F )
and Q(v(E)) > 0 by Remark A.5. Therefore, we have s 6 c1(F )/r(F ) < c1(E)/r(E). Since
E is σs,t-stable, we have µs,t(E) 6 µs,t(F ). As s 6 c1(F )/r(F ) < c1(E)/r(E), the inequality
µs,t(E) 6 µs,t(F ) is equivalently to saying that the point
(
c1(F )/r(F ), ch2(F )/r(F )
)
is above
the line segment connecting
(
s, 12(s
2 + t2)
)
and
(
c1(E)/r(E), ch2(E)/r(E)
)
. Since both points(
s, 12(s
2 + t2)
)
and
(
c1(E)/r(E), ch2(E)/r(E)
)
are above the parabola y = 12x
2 and the parabola
is convex up, the point
(
c1(F )/r(F ), ch2(F )/r(F )
)
is also above the parabola. Therefore, we have
1
2
(
c1(F )/r(F )
)2
< ch2(F )/r(F ), or Q(v(F )) < 0, which contradicts Remark A.5.
When r(E) < 0, let F = H−1(E)max be the subsheaf of H−1(E) with maximum Mum-
ford slope. By a similar argument, we have c1(E)/r(E) < c1(F )/r(F ) 6 s and the point(
c1(F )/r(F ), ch2(F )/r(F )
)
is above the line segment connecting the points
(
s, 12(s
2 + t2)
)
and(
c1(E)/r(E), ch2(E)/r(E)
)
. Due to the same argument, we have Q(v(F )) < 0 and get the con-
tradiction.
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